A method is developed for predicting broadband noise due to the fan-wake interacting with the downstream swept outlet-guide-vanes in turbofan jet engines. It is validated against the NASA Source Diagnostic Test data. Sweep effects on the source, on the response and on the unsteady lift coupling with the duct modes are discussed. The mechanisms of broadband noise reduction due to vane sweep are studied, and a simple model to account for sweep effects is proposed accordingly.
I. Introduction
The interaction of fan wakes with downstream Outlet-Guide-Vanes (OGV) is the major source of tones and broadband noise (BBN) in high bypass-ratio turbofan engines. Velocity deficit in fan wakes is the source of tone noise. Turbulence in the wakes is the source of broadband noise.
One technique to reduce tone noise is to sweep the OGV leading edges in the flow direction as shown in Fig. 1 . The mechanisms of tone noise reduction in a subsonic flow were examined by Glegg [1] . The dominant effect is the phase variation of the gust introduced by the sweep. Usually the spanwise wavenumber 3 k of the velocity deficit in a fan wake is small. When the fan wake hits the swept OGV, 3 k increases and the effective frequency reduces, resulting efficient source cancellation and attenuation of acoustic waves. Secondary effects include the reduced effective inflow velocity, the introduction of the spanwise mean flow, and the reduced inter-blade phase angle (IBPA). Effects of the blade sweep on supersonic propeller noise were discussed by Parry [2] .
Tone noise reduction due to vane sweep was verified numerically in [3] and experimentally in the NASA Source Diagnostic Test (SDT) [4] . BBN benefit is also shown in the SDT data. However, sweep effects on BBN have not been studied as thoroughly as for tone noise. The mechanisms for BBN noise reduction are expected to be different from for tones since vorticity waves in a turbulent flow have no dominant directions. 3 k no longer monotonically increases with the sweep angle.
The objectives of this paper are to develop a reduced order model for predicting BBN from fan-wake / swept OGV interaction, examine the sweep effects and mechanisms of noise reduction, and propose a model to account for these effects. The reduced order model is useful for preliminary designs. It is based on the semi-analytical method for oblique gust/cascade interaction in [5] , and the broadband model for radial OGV in [6] . The NASA SDT data reported in [4] for low noise OGV is used to validate the method. 
II. Broadband Model for Swept OGV in Annular Duct
The derivations of the sweep geometry and the sound power spectrum density (PSD) will be given in a separate paper. The ensemble average of PSD from cut-on modes in the annular duct is:
(1) m and n are the spinning and radial mode numbers respectively. The sound power for mode (m,n) is 
is calculated using the 2-D equivalence method in [5] .
III. NASA Source Diagnostic Test (SDT) Data Analysis
The detail of the NASA SDT campaign is reported in [4] . Two rotors (R4 and M4) and three OGVs were tested. The baseline OGV has 54 radial vanes. The low vane count (LVC) OGV is also radial but with only 26 vanes. The solidity is kept constant, or the chord length is increased, to maintain the aero performance when reducing the vane count. Sweep is added to the LVC OGV to form the 3 rd OGV in the test. Its leading edges are swept by 30° in the downstream flow direction, intended to reduce interaction tones. It is called the low noise (LN) OGV. The aero performance of the LN OGV is lower than the other two OGVs due to higher loading and velocity. The differences of the aero performance are small among the three OGVs near the peak efficiency. They become larger when the operation conditions are away from the peak efficiency.
The process to extract interaction BBN from the stage (rotor+stator) total noise and the fan self-noise was described in [6] . It turns out that the only data valid for the sweep study is at the approach condition. Fan self-noise is higher than the stage total noise in other operation conditions. The data for R4 rotor, the LVC OGV, and the LN OGV at the approach condition will be used in our analysis. It is louder at low frequency and quieter at high frequency. The overall power level (OAPWL) is 122dB for the radial OGV, and 121dB for the swept OGV. 1dB noise reduction is achieved with the sweep. Examining the spectra in Fig.2 (a), one may find that their shapes are similar with just a shift in the log scale plot. In the linear scale, the spectrum )
for the swept OGV can be obtained by scaling the frequency in the spectrum ) ( f W for the radial OGV:
(4) With this frequency scaling, the two spectra collapse in Fig. 2(b) .
IV. Validation
The proposed prediction method Eq. (1) is validated against the SDT data. Figure 3 (a) shows the predicted PSD at the approach condition. The noise benefit at high frequency is about 1.3dB, compared with 2dB in the data, Fig.  2(a) . The predicted OAPWL reduction with sweep is 1.2dB, compared with 1dB in the data. Similar trend is found in terms of the spectral shapes in the log scale plot: the spectrum for the swept OGV can be obtained by shifting the spectrum for the regular OGV to lower frequencies. With the same frequency scaling as in Eq.(4), the two predicted spectra in Fig. 3 (b) also collapse. 
V. Effects of Vane Sweep
There are four major changes due to the vane sweep. The first is about the geometry. The normal chord C is reduced since the chord r C at constant radius is maintained for aero performance. The pitch c S and the stagger c  of the unwrapped linear cascade are different from the radial vane cascade. Secondly, the mean/turbulent flow is changed. Mach number increases near the tip due to the modification of the flow-path for loss control. The normal velocity to the cascade is smaller. TKE decays and the turbulence length scale increases as the flowpath to the swept OGV is longer. Thirdly, the swept OGV responds to the gusts differently. Although the reduced frequency is unchanged, the spanwise mean flow is introduced and the phase gradient of the gust varies with sweep. The last change is on the propagation. Duct modes are considered unchanged, but their coupling with the unsteady lift is different.
These changes are highlighted in Fig. 4 for the PSD formula Eqs. (2) and (3). We will discuss each of them individually. The approach of the study is to replace the parameters in each term by their counterparts in the radial OGV configuration and examine the difference of PSD. This approach is valid only when the interactions between different effects are small. 
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To separate the effect of the mean/turbulence flow from the others, the same mean flow and turbulence statistics (TKE & length scale) are applied for both the radial and the swept OGVs. The PSD at the approach condition is shown in Fig. 5 , compared with Fig.3 (a) . , the sweep has no effect on terms (1-1) and (1-2) in Fig. 4 .
Term (2) in Fig. 4 represents the spanwise phase variation as shown in Fig. 6(a) . With sweep, the span is longer, giving more source cancellation and noise benefit at high frequency. With Fig. 6(b) changes from the blue line to the red line, indicating extra 0.67dB noise benefit due to the longer span. Assuming the noise reduction due to the source cancellation is proportional to the span, the extra benefit from the swept OGV is ) log(cos 10 s  , in dB.
(5) It is -0.62dB for 30 0 sweep, which is consistent with 0.67dB in the prediction shown in Fig. 6(b) . To further test the linearity of noise reduction (dB) with the span, we replace the whole term (2) in Fig. 4 by 1, i.e., totally omitting the phase variation and the source cancellation in the whole span of the swept OGV. The result in Fig. 6(b) shows significant noise increase. Since the noise benefit of the source cancellation is about 0.62dB per 30 cos " 45 . 6 0  0.86", the estimated total noise benefit for the full span 6.45" of the swept OGV is 4.6dB, not too far from 3.2dB in the prediction shown in Fig. 6(b) . Fig. 4 . Figure 6 . Effect of the spanwise phase variation. Fig. (4) is the effect of the phase variation with sweep in the circumferential direction , Fig 7(a) . Its effect on sound power is very small as shown in Fig. 7(b) . Item (4) represents the effect of the spanwise phase difference between the two TE points shown in Fig. 8(a) . Its effect on sound power is also small, Fig. 8(b) . 
Item (3) in

B. Effects on Gust/Cascade Interaction
The 2-D equivalence method [5] is employed to calculate the unsteady lift ) | , , ), , ( ( Fig. 4 , on blades subject to oblique gusts. The effects of the five 2-D equivalent parameters are to be examined separately. The first is the Mach number 
, the sweep has no effect on the response through IBPA.
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The third and the fourth parameters are the stagger angle and the inverse solidity respectively: 
C. Noise Penalty from Two Vorticity Waves
It is shown in Fig. 6 that the source cancellation is important for BBN even for a radial OGV. However, the BBN reduction is not due to the introduction of 3 k from vane sweep. This is the major difference between BBN and tone noise.
Let's examine two vorticity wave vectors K  and ' K  in Fig. 12 with the same magnitude
They are normal to the radial OGV LE and the swept OGV LE respectively. For the K  wave, 3 k increases with the sweep, which supposedly gives noise benefit. However, for the ' K  wave, 3 k reduces with sweep, causing noise penalty. The combined effect from the two waves is determined by how the benefit and the penalty compete, which can be assessed from the vorticity wave strength and the cascade response.
The strength of a vorticity wave with ) , , (
in an isotropic turbulence flow is determined by the Liepmann spectrum 
 is the turbulence integration length scale. The two waves have the same turbulence energy. However, for the vorticity wave/single airfoil interaction, the total turbulence energy generating sound is the integration of Eq. (6) 
For the K  wave interacting with the radial OGV,
For the K  wave interacting with the swept OGV,
As the sweep angle increases, the noise-generating energy of the . In the first order, the ' K  wave/cascade response is stronger than the K  wave. Since both the source and the response are stronger for the ' K  wave, the combined effect of sweep from these two waves is noise penalty. The noise reduction mechanism for tones does not apply to BBN.
D. Mechanisms & Modeling
It is shown in the last section that the introduction of 3 k with sweep for a 2-D wave on the radial OGV is counteracted by a 2-D wave on the swept OGV, and mostly the total noise from the two waves increase with sweep. Here we will show that the contributing vorticity waves are mainly the 2D waves in the respective OGVs, i.e. K  in Fig. 12 for the radial OGV and ' K  for the swept OGV.
(a) (b) Figure 13 . Normalized turbulence spectrum. Figure 13 (a) illustrates the normalized spectrum:
The maximum turbulence energy is around 5 . 0 1  k , at which the maximum energy is at 0 3  k as shown in Fig. 13(b) . Therefore the vorticity waves with maximum noise-generating energy are those with 0 3  k no matter it is on the radial OGV or the swept OGV. It has been shown in [6] that if the spanwise turbulence integral length scale is small, for lower order duct modes and away from the tip or hub, noise is mainly generated by 2D gusts ( 0 3  k ). Contributions from oblique gusts cancel each other.
Therefore, from both the source energy and the response, waves with . The turbulence energies for these two waves are the same according to Eqs (8) and (9). Therefore at
the main contributing vorticity waves near the swept OGV leading edges have the same energy as those near the radial OGV LEs. We have already shown that sweep has little effect on response other than the frequency scaling. Therefore, the major mechanism of BBN benefit from sweep is the frequency scaling resulted from the equal turbulence energy assumption. The secondary effect is the source canceling and the extra benefit shown in Eq.(5) from longer span. Other changes, such as stagger/pitch, circumferential / radial phase difference, response, etc., have minimal effect on the interaction broadband noise.
From these analyses, a simple model to account for sweep effects is proposed. Assume the noise spectrum for the radial OGV is ) ( w in dB, then the noise spectrum for the swept OGV with sweep angle 
VI. Conclusions
A broadband noise prediction method was developed for fan wake/swept OGV interaction. It was validated against the NASA SDT data, and used to analyze sweep effects. It was found that the major noise-contributing vorticity waves are those normal to the OGV leading edges. The major mechanism of BBN reduction from sweep is the frequency scaling due to the equal energy of these waves. The secondary mechanism is the source cancellation over the longer span after sweep. A model was proposed to account for the two sweep effects. Predictions based on this model match with the SDT data well.
